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Abstract. Attention and memory are very closely related and their aim is to
simplify the acquired data into an intelligent structured data set. Two main
points are discussed in this paper. The first one is the presentation of a novel
visual attention model for still images which includes both a bottom-up and a
top-down approach. The bottom-up model is based on structures rarity within
the image during the forgetting process. The top-down information uses mousetracking experiments to build models of a global behavior for a given kind of
image. The proposed models assessment is achieved on a 91-image database.
The second interesting point is that the relative importance of bottom-up and
top-down attention depends on the specificity of each image. In unknown
images the bottom-up influence remains very important while in specific kinds
of images (like web sites) top-down attention brings the major information.
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1 Introduction
The aim of computational attention is to automatically predict human attention on
different kinds of data such as sounds, images, video sequences, smell or taste, etc…
This domain is of a crucial importance in artificial intelligence and its applications are
numberless from signal coding to object recognition. Intelligence is not due only to
attention, but there is no intelligence without attention.
Attention is also closely related to memory through a continuous competition
between a bottom-up approach which uses the features of the acquired signal and a
top-down approach which uses observer’s a priori knowledge about the observed
signal. While eye fixations add novel information to both short-term and long-term
memory [1], long-term spatial context memory is able to modify visual search [2]. In
this paper, a new model of bottom-up attention and a way to build top-down models
of attention are proposed. An assessment of this approach is achieved which leads to a
discussion on the relative importance of bottom-up and top-down influence.
In the next section, a state of the art in computational attention is achieved. The
third section presents an original bottom-up computational attention which highlights
the regions within an image which remain rare during the forgetting process. The
fourth section proposes a way of building top-down models which contain the mean
behavior of the observers for specific images. Section 5 achieves a computational

attention algorithm assessment on a 91-image database. Finally, this section is
followed by a discussion and a conclusion.

2 Computational attention: a state of the art
The result of attention algorithms is called an “attention map” which is a monodimensional intensity matrix with the same size as the input image and which
provides higher intensities for the most important areas of the initial image (visual
field). If only bottom-up attention is taken into account this attention map is often
called the “saliency map” of the input signal.
The number of computational models has recently exploded as a confirmation of
the maturity of the knowledge acquired within the biological, psychological and
neuroscience domains. Several classifications of these methods are obviously
possible, and most of them have similar philosophies, however it is possible to
distinguish two main ideas. Attention may be due to:
 Local properties (a feature saliency depends on its neighborhood)
 Global properties (a feature saliency depends on the whole visual field)
If biological evidences supporting the local approaches are numerous, global
approaches are for instance less well biologically motivated. This situation is normal
as the local behavior of the cells on their classical receptive field (CRF) is obvious.
Nevertheless, recent experiments in visual attention [3], [4] brought interesting
confirmations for a global integration of features information all over the visual field.
This is possible thanks to the impressive neuronal network which includes an
important amount of “horizontal cells” which connect more or less directly the cells
from the whole visual field.
2.1 Mostly local methods
In 1998, Itti et al. ([5], [6], [7]), set up the most well-known computational attention
model. Based on the Koch and Ullman model [8], Itti proposed the extraction of three
main features: luminance, chrominance, and orientation. These features are processed
in parallel and then fused within a single saliency map.
Milanese et al. ([9], [10]) proposed an attention approach also based on the
seminal architecture of Koch and Ullman. They added two more features which are
contours amplitude and curvature. The normalization step is done by using Gaussian
filtering and gradient descent-based relaxation before getting the mean of the maps.
Chauvin et al. [11] used the Koch and Ullman architecture with Gabor filtering to
get multi-resolution information. Additional computations reinforcing collinear and
longer contours are also added. This model only deals with the luminance features,
avoiding the difficult normalization step, but loosing important color information.
Petkov et al. [12] proposed a lateral inhibition technique to distinguish object
contours from image texture. Le Meur et al. ([13], [14]) achieved a computational
model of visual attention which is one of the closest to the local processing biological
reality within the human visual system. Also based on the Koch and Ullman
architecture, it integrates biological data for intermediate maps data fusion.

2.2 Mostly global methods
Mudge et al. [15] suggested as early as 1987 that object components saliency may be
inversely proportional to their occurrence within the image. Osberger and Maeder
[16] used a segmentation approach to separate the image into several homogenous
areas. Five features were used in assigning a relative importance to the segmented
areas. The problem of this kind of approaches is that errors within the segmentation
may induce errors in the attention map.
Walker et al. [17] suggested that saliency may be related to the probability that a
feature has to be misclassified with all the other features within an image.
Oliva et al. ([18], [19]) had a similar approach to Mudge et al. by stating that
attention should be inversely proportional to the existence probability of a pixel. They
modeled this probability with a Gaussian and used multi-resolution wavelet
decomposition. Results seem similar to Itti’s model as compared to eye tracking
results. An interesting fact is that results are better than Itti’s model if additional topdown information is used.
Bruce and Jernigan [20] integrated this idea by turning it into an information
theory approach within the Koch and Ullman architecture. They afterwards [21] used
ICA (Independent Component Analysis) to compare local features (local random
patches of the image) in an image patches database obtained from the current image
but also from other images.
Liu et al. [22] used image segmentation as Osberger and Maeder, but the mean
shift [23] technique let it provide a more robust segmentation. They also assumed that
centered regions may have higher attention scores. In section 4 of this paper it will be
shown that this assumption is verified only in the case of natural scene images!
Itti and Baldi [24] also published a probabilistic approach of surprise based on the
Kullback-Leibler divergence which is the energy of the so-called “net surprisal”
within the information theory. The idea is that attention is due to a more or less
important difference between what was expected to happen and the actual
observation. This method has been integrated into Itti’s model architecture and it
provides better results compared to the original approach.
Stentiford [25] proposed a method related with Walker’s ideas, but he defined no
specific feature. Random pixel neighborhoods (forks) are directly compared and they
are declared as matching if the distance between the two neighborhoods is below a
threshold. If few matches are observed, the pixel is assigned with a high saliency
score. The method provides very interesting results and its main advantage is to
remain very general. It takes into account intensity, colors, directions and shapes
mostly to smaller scales.
Boiman and Irani ([26], [27]) used comparisons between gradient-based patches
of different sizes to define occurrence probabilities. One of the main originalities of
this method is in the fact that not only different patches from the images are compared
with other patches in the same image or in a database, but also the relative patches’
positions were taken into account.
The author proposed ([28], [29], [30]) a global rarity approach of attention but not
much local information was taken into account.
The approach proposed here is based on the fact that visual attention is the first
filter which selects regions in an image which may be interesting to memorize. This

fact implies that during the forgetting process, rare regions are kept in mind while the
others are forgotten. The proposed model will use both global rarity and local contrast
information and thus it has properties from both local and global approaches.

3 Bottom-up attention: an unsupervised signal-based approach
This section describes a bottom-up attention approach which could also be seen as an
unsupervised attention. Bottom-up attention uses the acquired image characteristics to
predict its important regions and acts like a gate to memory. This model is somehow
based on Edgar Alan Poe’s proposition: “observing attentively is remembering
clearly”. Unsupervised attention is thus very important in remembering and it is able
to keep in mind the details or rare regions within the image. Without attention, these
important details are forgotten which implies a loss of crucial data.
When performing a remembering task about an already visited place for example,
people remember a rough image about this place. The process of forgetting may be
modeled by a low-pass filtering whose kernel size increases in time. Here, a set of six
low-pass filters with increasing kernel sizes is used for each grey level of the image.
The number of grey levels is reduced to 11 to speed up computation and avoid noise.
The size of the largest low-pass filter kernel is chosen to be close to the half of the
image. If the original image is larger or smaller than the largest filtering kernel size, it
is resized to better fit the scale decomposition.
This idea is illustrated in Fig. 1 where the sky (big upper rectangle) and a pool
(small rectangle in the middle) have the same grey level (let’s say “blue”). At the
higher resolution (top row on Fig. 1), two pixels (one in the middle of the sky and the
other one in the middle of the pool) have the same global occurrence which is equal to
the number of “blue” pixels. When going from top images to bottom images in Fig. 1,
low-pass filter kernels sizes (neighborhood sizes) are larger, thus the images are
forgotten more and more. The occurrences of the two pixels have different behaviors
(plots of the left column: sky; plots on the right column: pool). If the pixel within the
sky has a slowly decreasing occurrence, the pool pixel’s occurrence decreases very
fast when larger and larger neighborhoods are taken into account (larger low-pass
kernels). The pool pixel has an occurrence which gets rapidly very small while the
sky pixel keeps a higher occurrence even when taking into account larger
neighborhood sizes.
In order to quantify the behavior for each pixel, the sum on the scale space is used.
This sum can be visualized in Fig. 1 on the right and left columns as the area behind
the occurrence variation plots function of the neighborhood size. The occurrence
probability of a pixel is obtained by the normalization of this sum and the selfinformation represents the attention score for the pixel (Eq. 1).
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In Equation 1, nk is the occurrence value of the current pixel within the kth resolution
level. In the current implementation there are seven different resolutions and the one
corresponding to k=1 means the grey level is unfiltered. S is a constant which is equal

to the total number of resolutions (here S=7). Ij is the jth grey level of the image I and
Card(Ij) is its cardinality.

Fig. 1. From top to down: the decreasing resolution (increasing low-pass filtering kernel or
neighborhood size) of an initial image grey level, From left to right: the occurrence behavior of
a pixel in the upper red rectangle (“the sky”) during the forgetting process; an image grey level;
the occurrence behavior of a pixel in the lowest red rectangle (“the pool”) during the forgetting
process.

In the current implementation, instead of simply using grey levels, their contrast maps
are used. These maps are obtained as follows: for the grey level j (j is set between 1
and 11 in the current implementation), the pixels equal to j are assigned with the value
1 while pixels different from j are assigned with a value between 0 and 1. This value
will be close to 1 if the pixel has a similar value with j and close to 0 if this pixel has a
grey level, very different from j.
The color images are handled within an opposition color system. For each of the
components (luminance, red-green opposition, blue-yellow opposition) a separate
attention map is computed: the final map is obtained by adding the maps with a higher
weight on the luminance which contains more information.

4 Top-down attention: a supervised application-driven approach
While a bottom-up approach uses signal characteristics to achieve attention
computation, the top-down approach mainly uses feedbacks from the memory (a
priori knowledge) and it depends on the task or the application to be achieved. Topdown attention can be seen as a supervised attention. In this section, a top-down
approach for still images is proposed. The idea is to model the observers’ behavior
depending on the kind of images they look at.
Observers’ behavior can be modeled by using eye-tracking or other alternative
methods such as mouse-tracking to detect their gaze path. The mean of the gaze path
of several observers is called a priority map and it highlights, for one image, the areas
where the mean of a set of observers mostly looks as it is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Left: original image, right: a priority map obtained by mouse-tracking.

A top-down model can be achieved by using the mean of the priority maps
obtained for a specific set of images (images with common meaning). Three sets of
images [31] (set1, set2 and set3) were used within these tests to build three different
top-down models:
 The first image set is made from 26 natural scene images. Some examples are
available in Fig. 4, first row.
 The second image set is made from 30 various advertisement images. Wellknown trade marks were chosen as they have a huge advertising presence. Some
examples are available in Fig. 5, first row.
 The third image set is made from 35 various web sites. The web sites of the 12
candidates to the French presidential election of 2007 are analyzed along with
university and lab web sites, institutional and government web sites. Some
commercial web sites have also been added. These media do not intend to
provide the same informational content that is why it is interesting to see if there
is a common attentional behavior to all these websites. Some examples are
available in Fig. 6, first row.
It is important to highlight the fact that a top-down model built in that way needs
two main requirements to be meaningful:
 The first one is about the number of observers who provide their mouse track
paths which should be high enough to get a realistic observer mean. Here, 40 to
60 observers’ mouse paths per image were recorded. There were neither
advertisement or web experts nor a specific age or gender class of observers: they
can reasonably be considered as general public.
 The second requirement is about the homogeneity of the image set. The more the
set of images is specific, the more the top-down model is accurate.

Fig. 3 displays the three top-down models from left to right: the sets presenting
natural images, advertisements and web sites. For the natural scene images, the mean
priority map is mostly centered and it oddly looks like a centered Gaussian. The two
other models are quite similar: high scores are detected in the top-left corner of the
image decreasing towards the center. Nevertheless, the models used for
advertisements and web sites also have some differences. Fig. 3 shows that the
advertisement model is less selective than the web sites one: structures on its center
are also quite well highlighted.

Fig. 3. Left to right: top-down models for a set of natural images, advertisements, web sites.

The web sites model is a typical structured document model. The natural images
model is typical of unknown unstructured images. The advertisements model seems to
be a mix between these two extreme models. Its structure is close to a structured
document one (human contribution is high), but it also covers the central areas of the
image and the opposite corners where logos may often be found. This experiment
shows how observers’ attention behavior is different depending on the set of images.
To mix the bottom-up maps with the top-down maps a simple multiplication
between those two normalized maps is used here.

5 Computational attention evaluation
5.1 Algorithms comparison: a qualitative approach
The bottom-up attention model proposed in section 3 and the Itti’s reference bottomup saliency map [5] were compared from a qualitative point of view on the 91-images
database. The top-down models proposed in the previous section (Fig. 3) were also
used for this comparison. As discussed in section 5.5, comparisons between these two
methods are not very easy as the nature of the attention map is not the same.
Nevertheless, for most of the images, the proposed method seems to perform better
for the bottom-up algorithm alone but also when it is used along with the
corresponding top-down model: Itti’s model often overestimates some spatial
orientations and local contrast cues.
Fig. 4, 5 and 6 show for each set of the database three examples of images. The
original images are presented in the first row. It should be known that those images
were initially color images and they were resized in order to better fit into the figures.
They were only chosen for the pertinence of the test results and not for their content.

Fig. 4. Examples from the natural scene images set. First row: original images, Second row:
mouse-tracking priority maps (gold standard here), Third row: Itti’s method (bottom-up),
Fourth row: Itti’s method (bottom-up + corresponding top-down model), Fifth row: proposed
method (bottom-up), Sixth row: proposed method (bottom-up + corresponding top-down
model).

Fig. 5. Examples from the advertisement images set. First row: original images, Second row:
mouse-tracking priority maps (gold standard here), Third row: Itti’s method (bottom-up),
Fourth row: Itti’s method (bottom-up + corresponding top-down model), Fifth row: proposed
method (bottom-up), Sixth row: proposed method (bottom-up + corresponding top-down
model).

Fig. 6. Examples from the web sites images set. First row: original images, Second row:
mouse-tracking priority maps (gold standard here), Third row: Itti’s method (bottom-up),
Fourth row: Itti’s method (bottom-up + corresponding top-down model), Fifth row: proposed
method (bottom-up), Sixth row: proposed method (bottom-up + corresponding top-down
model).

5.2 Algorithms comparison: a quantitative approach
The bottom-up attention model proposed in section 3 and the Itti’s reference bottomup saliency map [5] are both compared to the mouse-tracking priority maps of a 91image database. Both bottom-up methods are then multiplied to three top-down
models concerning the three categories of images within the database and compared
again with the mouse-tracking data. The priority maps are the results of several lowpass filterings, thus they are very smooth. In order for all compared algorithms and
priority maps to have the same spatial characteristics (smooth areas) the algorithm
proposed in section 3 is low-pass filtered.
5.3 Algorithms comparison: bottom-up information only
To obtain quantitative results, the classical absolute value of the linear correlation
metric is used here. The correlation value goes from 0 (no similarity between the
images) to 1 (there is a linear relationship between them).
Fig. 7 displays the correlation coefficient between the mouse-tracking priority
maps and both Itti’s bottom-up algorithm (dotted plot) and the proposed bottom-up
algorithm (solid plot) for all images in the database. Very often, the tested images
have better correlation coefficients for the proposed algorithm than for Itti’s one.
Table 1 shows the mean and standard deviation of the correlation coefficients for
the three sets of images.

Fig. 7. Correlation coefficient between the priority maps and both the bottom-up algorithm of
Itti (dotted plot) and the proposed bottom-up algorithm (solid plot). From left to right: natural
scene database, advertising database, web sites database. The Y axis represents the correlation
coefficient with the mouse-tracking results and the X axis the image number from the database.
Table 1. Bottom-up linear correlation mean (MEAN) and standard deviation (STD) results for
the three sets of images.
Image set
Natural Images
Advertisements
Web Sites

Itti MEAN
30%
17%
9%

Itti STD
18%
14%
10%

Mancas MEAN
52%
43%
31%

Mancas STD
19%
18%
19%

5.4 Algorithms comparison: both bottom-up and top-down information
In this section, the same top down models (those proposed in section 4 and displayed
in Fig. 3) were added to Itti’s and to the proposed (Mancas) bottom-up algorithms.
High results improvements may be observed (Fig. 8) compared to the previous section
where no top-down influence was taken into account. Moreover, even with the same
top-down models, one may see that the bottom-up model remains very important as
results of the proposed bottom-up method are better in terms of linear correlation than
those of Itti’s bottom-up model for 90 images on 91.

Fig. 8. Correlation coefficient between the priority maps and both the bottom-up and top-down
attention algorithms based on Itti (dotted plot) and on Mancas (solid plot). From left to right:
natural scene database, advertising database, web sites database. The Y axis represents the
correlation coefficient with the mouse-tracking results and the X axis the image number from
the database.

Table 2 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of the correlation coefficients
for the three sets of images. A simple comparison with Table 1, where no top-down
information was used shows the importance of the top-down step in attention.
Table 2. Bottom-up & top-down linear correlation mean (MEAN) and standard deviation
(STD) results for the three sets of images.
Image set
Natural Images
Advertisements
Web Sites

Itti MEAN
34%
18%
13%

Itti STD
17%
14%
11%

Mancas MEAN
74%
53%
69%

Mancas STD
12%
16%
9%

5.5 Algorithms comparison: a discussion
The bottom-up influence is higher for natural scene images than for websites images
for example. For both Mancas and Itti methods, the bottom-up attention alone (Table
1) provides the best results for natural scene images, while this score decreases with
the advertisement set and even more with the web sites set.
Moreover, the results of Table 2 show that the 74% of correlation for natural
images (Mancas method) is due to 52% bottom-up and 22% top-down. On the other
side, the result of 69% of correlation for the web site images is due to only 31% of
bottom-up and to 38% top-down influence. A similar behavior can also be detected on
the figures of the Itti method of Table 2.

A very interesting conclusion of these observations is that the more one knows
about an image, the higher the top-down influence part will be. On the other side, for
an unknown image, the bottom-up attention mechanism will be very important. Thus,
if the role of top-down information in attention is always very important, its part in
the attention process depends on the amount of knowledge that a mean observer may
have on a given kind of images.
Nevertheless, advertisements score enhancement between Table1 and Table 2 is
lower than expected: as advertisements are a mix between unstructured (natural
scenes) and structured (web sites) documents, the influence of the top-down attention
should be higher than for natural scene images. This is not the case because the topdown model used here only includes document structure and not faces and text which
are also very powerful top-down stimuli. These stimuli proved to be very important
for advertisements where faces and text are often very present.
The correlation results of Table 1 and Table 2 also need some remarks. The use of
the linear correlation may not be the best metric to compare computational attention
algorithms and other distances could be taken into account. Moreover, Itti’s saliency
map which focuses very highly on precise areas in an image may be penalized by the
use of the linear correlation coefficient. It is thus quite difficult to precisely compare
these two methods which have different behavior as there is no standard method for
attention algorithms assessment. However, a precise analysis of both qualitative and
quantitative results on the overall database shows that the proposed bottom-up
algorithm outperforms the bottom-up algorithm proposed by Itti.
The purpose of this section was to show that the correlation coefficients between
the mouse-tracking priority maps and the proposed algorithm become very interesting
and they can be considered as a quite good approximation of human attention. These
correlation figures demonstrate that the use of attention to predict human gaze makes
sense if both bottom-up and top-down information are used.

6 Conclusion
A bottom-up or unsupervised computational attention algorithm is presented which
performs better than Itti’s reference model on the test database. However, several
improvements should be added to this algorithm, mainly to handle spatial
orientations.
A top-down or supervised attention model based on the mean of the eye-tracking
or mouse-tracking priority maps was also proposed. It proved to highly increase the
results of the bottom-up algorithms and to finally provide a good approximation of
human gaze. Other top-down influences should also be added to improve the results
as face or text detection. Faces and text are known as very informative and that is why
they represent very important top-down influences especially if there are few faces or
few text within the images.
The encouraging results presented here confirm the more and more widely
accepted idea that the automatic prediction of human attention for still images
becomes quite accurate if both bottom-up and top-down information is used while
bottom-up information alone remains insufficient. An issue in computational attention

is the lack of a standard assessment method and database to really prove the
pertinence of those approaches in predicting human attention.
An interesting point was found about the relative importance of bottom-up and
top-down influences: the bottom-up mechanism is very important for new images,
while for structured document where people are used with, the top-down influence is
higher than the bottom-up one. These results, which can be seen in sections 5.3 and
5.4, show that there is a complex relationship between bottom-up and top-down
attention. On one side, bottom-up attention aims in learning which areas of an image
are the most relevant: this process is mainly used for new images and situations. On
the other side, once some situations are learnt using bottom-up attention, top-down
attention uses this information to select some areas of the current image by inhibiting
those where there are very few chances to find relevant information.
Bottom-up and top-down attention interaction aims in optimizing reactions to both
novel and already experienced situations.
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